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COSMOLOGICAL CONTEXT
CURRENTLY FORMULATED THEISTIC ARGUMENTS
Summary
In this article the most important theistic arguments formulated by virtue of the achievements
of contemporary cosmology are presented and critically discussed. In general, these are the socalled aposterioric arguments, i.e. those that descend from commonly accepted scientific facts in
cosmology. In view of these facts an attempt is made to show that a theistic explanation is the
best one among all the possible ones.
Taking into consideration the fundamental essence of cosmological data, two the most
important genera of formulated arguments are pointed out. The first one refers to the Big Bang
widely affirmed in cosmology. It assumes the shape of the previous argument from the beginning
of the time of the Universe. The main difficulty of this argument is the fact of its groundless
attribute of the Big Bang with the character of the absolute beginning of time forewent only by
nothingness.
The second genera of the argumentation refers to the so-called cosmic coincidences affirmed
in cosmology. Depending on philosophical interpretations of these coincidences, one may speak
about the argumentation from the plan, rationality, mathematicality, teleology, subtlety or contingency of the Universe. The cognitive value of these arguments on the one hand depends on the
legitimacy of the interpretations of cosmic coincidences and on the other hand it depends on the
possibility of demonstrating that the theistic interpretation of philosophically interpreted
scientific facts is the best possible explanation. Because there is no easy way to demonstrate the
validity and correctness of both ways of ratiocination, therefore the evidential strength of all
these arguments evokes many questions.
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